The Forum-Vibe
Contributed by: Brad Burt
(aka: Redhouse)

What it is...
This layout is an effort to make a multi-use Univibe PCB which can support vintage or higher performance
builds, allowing layout space for alternative component choices and supporting most of the common mods
that have been contributed in the forums over the years.
The R4-F board layout I'm calling the Forum-Vibe is a 4th generation board which uses the 1970's stand-up
component style where the resistors stand up on one leg to save space.supported modifications include JC
Maillet's bulb driver bias Offset-Adj mod (the most useful mod IMHO) which allows nearly any small bulb in
the 1.2v-14v, 20mA-100mA range to be used and enables the LFO circuit to be dialed-in finding the sweet
spot for the LDR's. This pretty much negates the problem of finding the "right" LDR's or Lamps for the vibe.
If you are not familiar with JC's work you should go to his website and have a read, you will find lots of really
great vibe (and other) stuff over there, and Moosapotamus's (CharlieB) univibe page is here where he has
'vibe and other really great stuff like the AD/A flanger clone there too, and I should also mention RG and his
geofex.com website.
The Forum-Vibe supports vintage or modern builds in any combination. Support for the bulb driver mod,
output mix mod, dual Darlingtons mod, dual MPS-A13 mod, universal Bourns type trim-pot pads, Greenies or
WIMA's, Electrolytic, Tantalum or Pansonic ECQ-V stacked film caps, additional space for a Poly .22uF cap,
and has an extra set of pads for the 1.2M resistors in the preamp section to ease the use of metal film
resistors which don't normally come in 1.2M value (can use a 1M and a 200K, in series, on-board).
What it isn't...
It isn't a new design, unless you tend to call re-working a PCB layout "designing" (which I don't), and it's
certainly not a holy grail of all things univibe, it's also not an all-in-one project as it uses an off-board power
supply.
Kudos...
The root of my work is based on JC Maillet's work back in 1996 when he had developed a unique vibe board of
single-sided construction with both the copper traces and the components on the same side. I liked the flow
of his layout which loosely followed the original Uni-Vibe where the circuit wraps in a circle around the light
sheild. I contacted JC about using his layout as a starting point for further development of my own and he
gave me a huge thumb's-up. He liked the idea of using his work as a spring-board even to the extent of
offering assistance. So away I went and now I'm on Rev-6 now but the ForumVibe board described here is a
dedicated version of my Rev-4 board R4-F.
-Brad

... the Disclaimer ...
This board is not an entry level project, it is meant for moderately skilled DIY effects builders who have
already cut their teeth on other projects, if you haven't got the necessary skills to build this yourself (without
assistance) you should look for other things to build until you do.
If you take-on this build you'll need to know your way around a schematic, a circuit board, components, a
soldering iron, a power supply, and how to debug errors.
If you build this board and it doesn't work, you have simply made a mistake, or a bad component, or a bad
solder joint, or a problem with your etch.
I have built a quite a number of these now, they work.
I asked a friend who knows nothing about electronics (except how to solder badly) to build an R4-F board as I
watched him. Aside from the usual thing of trying to put the wrong component in the wrong location, and
soldering badly, the unit fired up first time and worked.
While I don't have time to provide personal support as some DIY contributors, I do try to surf the forums
www.freestompboxes.org and www.diystompboxes.com a couple times a week and can often respond to
questions, but please note I'm a small shop and my time is most often taken. This board layout works very
well with the parts specified, you are encouraged to build it and make modifications of your own. Please do let
others know on the forums as your contribution will likely encourage someone else.

Caps Looking at replacing the 1uF Electrolytics seemed a good place to start and of course a re-work of the
board was needed to make space. Those nice Pansonic ECQ-V series stacked film capacitors have been a good
replacement for electrolytic's in the past so I got busy moving around parts and traces becasue the stacked
caps are about 11mm-Sq as compared to an electrolytic which is 5 or 6mm round. I also wanted to make
space for alternate cap types for different builds on the same board like greenies, Ceramics, and the WIMA
types, and some board space was definately needed for a proper film-n-foil .22uF cap.
Resistors I wanted to use metal-film resistors and noticed that 1.2M isn't a standard value in metal-film (as
it is in CC) and while this board is a stand-up-component type and one can easily just solder together a
1M/200K pair to get the value, I thought it might be better if there were pads on the board to support that, so
I re-reworked that area on the board to make some space to add the other two resistors.
Jumpers I'm not an anti-jumper guy as some folks really hate jumpers, I really don't mind throwing a
jumper down if it makes for a better trace path, so I re-routed some of those long round-about traces in trade
for some more board space.
Trimmers Making room for the horizontal mount trimmers was quite a time consuming challenge in moving
parts/orientations without increasing the overall board size, but I'm there now so it was worth it. In my first
few vibe builds I was using the vertical mount multi-turn trim pots and it got to be quite a hastle making
adjustments (with a guitar in my lap, and micro screwdriver in hand) and it was also hard to get a visual idea
of where you left an adjustment. I decided to make space for horizontal mount trimmers which are totally
easier to deal with in this case.
R4-F Board As my new layout boards were working well, rev's R1, R2, and R3 were firing-up every time,
without issues, sounding great, easy to adjust, easy to mod, at some point I decided it might be cool to
contribute a version of my new PCB layouts to the DIY community. I realized that most DIY folks don't prefer
PIHER trim pots (which I do) so I re-worked my R4 board to make pad space for a universal Bourns style
footprint.
Vintage vs Hi-Performance Avoid thinking one is "better" than the other, just as some think old vintage
effects are better than new ones and others think otherwise, it's simply another option. I do both builds. If
the Uni-vibe would have been built by a company like BOSS in the 90's instead of Shin-Ei in the 60's it most
certainly would have used better parts.
The following pages in this PDF file are presented in the spirit of sharing freely with people in the DIY
community. If you have Uni-vibe questions: www.freestompboxes.org and www.diystompboxes.com are great
places to find help and links to other 'vibe related resources. You are encouraged to build and mod this
project and share on the forums your findings and contributions.
No permission/consent is given here for commercial use, I retain the copyrights to this layout.

Post Build Setup

The vibe should be dialed in a little bit before closing the box up and playing.

●

●
●

●

Before applying any power make sure the 500ohm trim-pot TR-2 is set to
full-on resistance (CW) so the bulb won't blow right when you first turn it
on.
Switch the Chorus/Vibrato switch to "Vibrato" mode
Make sure you have the Bias Offset trimmer at it's 30% mark you made
when you measured it before installation
Then apply power, then adjust TR-2 CCW slowly, while listening (with a
guitar chord strummed) and adjust untill you get the best "warble" or
strongest pitch shift.

At this point you are in the zone, next you can make further adjustments to dial in according to
your LDR's/Lamp and personal taste, adjusting TR-3 to get you desired effect. You may have to readjust TR-2 after tweaking TR-3 as they are interrelated and effect each other when adjusted.

- The following is from JC Maillet's post-build instructions Calibrating and Playing:
The vibe needs to be adjusted before you can play it.
Previous to plugging in power make sure the 500ohm trimmer is set to full resistance so that
current through the bulb driver won't blow the bulb when you first turn it on- I did that a couple of
times and it's a drag (you may want to buy a few extra bulbs just in case). Plug the power in and
set the intensity" control to off" and adjust both trimmers a little at a time until a faint glow appears
in the bulb.
The 250k trimmer acts as an offset control and can be used to control the proportional amount of
time the bulb stays shut-off during the vibe's cycling process. The actions of both trimmers is
interactive and it may take a while to find the exact setting you like- in general the bulb should not
glow too bright.
When the intensity control is full on and the oscillator is running at around 1Hz to 3Hz is when you'll
catch the light glowing at its strongest. The balance adjustments should be made here.
Since the vibe seems to be used often with the intensity set at 1/2 or 2/3, where the oscillation
doesn't appear so wobbly as it does when set at full- this is especially noticeable in chorus mode.

Transistor Voltage Chart
Audio path transistor voltages measured from two R4-F Forum-Vibe boards
both were running at 15.4 VDC at the time.

Q1-Q9 = 2N5088
Q10 = MPS-A13

Transistor

Collectorv

Basev

Emitterv

Q1

2.03

1.33

.92

Q2

5.19

2.03

1.45

Q3

10.6

5.19

4.5

Q4

15.4

4.85

4.45

Q5

11.6

4.45

3.85

Q6

15.4

4.8

4.46

Q7

11.5

4.4

3.85

Q8

15.4

4.8

4.46

Q9

11.5

4.46

3.85

Q10

15.4

6.18

5.2

Note: voltages for the LFO transistors are not shown, they depend
on the transistor type and trim-pot settings.

